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Trade Date: Wednesday, July 18, 2007
Company: Latitude Industries Inc.
Symbol: LTDI
Current Price: $0.115 
5-Day Target price: $0.5
Recommendation: Strong Buy/Hold

LTDI Breaking News: Latitude Industries Working With GE Capital 
to Offer Floor Plan Financing  

MIAMI, FL, Jul 18, 2007 (MARKET WIRE via COMTEX) -- 
Latitude Industries Inc. (PINKSHEETS: LTDI), a manufacturer 
of high-performance, center console powerboats, announces today 
that it is completing all the necessary steps and requirements 
to offer floor plan financing through 
GE Commercial Distribution Finance to boat dealers nationwide.

"Once again we are pushing to expand our presence in these competitive 
markets and be able to offer our product to more than 12,000 marine dealers 
with more than $35 Billion in sales nationwide," said Carolina Hernandez, 
President and CEO of Latitude Powerboats.

GE Commercial Distribution Finance (CDF) is a leading provider of 
inventory financing programs that assist in moving products from 
manufacturers and distributors to dealers and resellers. 
CDF’s specialized inventory finance programs make it possible 
for dealers to stock sufficient inventory for their businesses 
at minimal carrying costs.

By taking care of the up-front inventory costs, CDF enables the dealer 
to purchase needed inventory and pay as the product is sold.

About Latitude Industries

Latitude Industries is a manufacturer of high-quality, offshore sport 
fishing boats. The company’s boats fuse innovative design with advanced 
light-weight composite materials that resist rot and decay and retain 
buoyancy under all conditions. Hand-laid fiberglass hulls offer 
the best of old world craftsmanship and new world technology. 
In addition, the company enhances the safety of its boats by using 
the latest lamination technology, creating a sturdy and durable 
hull that can handle the toughest sea conditions. 

Latitude Industries employs craftsmen with decades of industry 
experience at its headquarters in South Florida, the sport fishing 
capital of the world.
 
DO YOU LOVE TRADING PENNY STOCKS? 
WATCH LTDI WEDNESDAY!
THE ALERT IS ON!!!



" Then I’d write a test case testing each Swing widget.
The PIM Class At the center of the PIM API is the abstract PIM class that provid
es access to the PIM implementation.
" Then I’d write a test case testing each Swing widget.
general session led by Tim O’Reilly, the founder and CEO of O’Reilly Media, Inc.

They will address such issues as license types, ways to mix and match licenses, 
contributor agreements, and methods to legally create products that combine open
-source and proprietary components.
"     Brian Harry Java Technology Consultant   JSC: Are there any tips you can s
hare?
Chet Haase on the Consumer JRE Release The Consumer JRE release will address sev
eral serious issues in deploying and running Java applications.



James Gosling joins other luminaries to demonstrate the coolest NetBeans technol
ogies.
The restrictions on entities are few but important.
" given the movement up the stack of popular developer platforms such as Java, P
HP, and Ruby on Rails.
The session sets out to explain the main issues a developer is likely to come ac
ross in trying to build a full-scale Swing application: wiring, communication, a
nd modularity.
The PIM API is encapsulated in a single Java package javax.
You should consult the API specification for details on the allowed field types.

The Java programming language has turned a generation of application programmers
 into concurrent programmers through its direct support of multithreading.
"The goal of the Java API for RESTful web services is to provide a high-level de
clarative programming model for such services that is easy to use and encourages
 development according to REST tenets.
Sometimes the test is visible, sometimes not.
Mark Reinhold, Sun’s chief engineer for Java SE, demonstrates how to download th
e OpenJDK source code, build it, run it, and hack on it.
The restrictions on entities are few but important.
The session explains the common ways of handling these issues.
Notice that the Entity annotation comes immediately before the class definition.

And consider writing different solutions.
The PortableRemoteObject.
At the reception after the day’s events, you can mingle with fellow participants
.
Testing for Supported Fields Not all PIM implementations support all the fields 
or attributes defined in the PIM API specification.
You should consult the API specification for details on the allowed field types.

Gold cosponsors include BEA, NavTeq, and Nokia.
Japanese-capable fonts are available from several locations.
You should choose one style or the other; mixing the two is illegal in the curre
nt specification.
It allows a Java program to programmatically select and invoke a Java compiler.
What motivates you to fix these bugs?
You know the hassle of keeping your visual Swing components synchronized with da
ta models.
Classes: PIM and RepeatRule.
The application’s welcome page contains two links at the upper right: Register a
nd Login.
The Java Persistence API implementation will create a table for the Player entit
y in your relational database.
In a similar vein, be prepared to iterate on your solution.
net find an acceptable solution to the "JInternalFrame can’t play with Heavyweig
hts" problem.
The state of the bug database is a mixed affair.
Keys can be a single unique field or a combination of fields.
This session provides a brief REST primer and then reviews progress on the JSR t
o date, outlining the current API design and highlighting issues currently under
 discussion by the expert group.
Parallel tracks such as the Open Source track, the Services and Integration trac
k, and the Next Generation Web track also offer interesting sessions for enterpr
ise Java developers.
So make the most of your time at the JavaOne conference by planning ahead to att
end one of these desktop sessions.
Swing applications, in particular, can benefit significantly when you learn how 
to use multiple threads to complete long-running tasks.
In addition, a growing number of mashups involve multimedia content from sites s



uch as Flickr and YouTube, or include services from shopping sites such as Amazo
n.
Solutions work together to let developers easily enrich web applications and ach
ieve desktop-like interactivity.
Japanese-capable fonts are available from several locations.
And consider writing multiple solutions.
If you cross the Javadoc boundary into the source code, your chances of success 
increase.
This may entail viewing a lot of code, but it’s necessary to test the different 
paths to the patch.
The speakers present new technologies that will make deploying Java technologies
 smoother, faster, and easier for developers and customers.
Before we open sourced javac in November, a lot of people warned us that open so
urcing the Java programming language would lead to a lot of forks in the languag
e.
It allows a Java program to programmatically select and invoke a Java compiler.
This article, the first part in a series of articles on using the PIM API for Ja
va ME, provides a comprehensive introduction to the PIM API.
This article, the first part in a series of articles on using the PIM API for Ja
va ME, provides a comprehensive introduction to the PIM API.
Leading analysts and industry luminaries will provide a picture of the current t
echnology landscape.
net find an acceptable solution to the "JInternalFrame can’t play with Heavyweig
hts" problem.
This article, the first part in a series of articles on using the PIM API for Ja
va ME, provides a comprehensive introduction to the PIM API.
Sometimes things would fly.
This type of personal information is one of the most important functions found i
n a handset, just second to voice.
They will address such issues as license types, ways to mix and match licenses, 
contributor agreements, and methods to legally create products that combine open
-source and proprietary components.
Also, writing down my thoughts as I seek a solution helps clarify the problem an
d documents the history if I need to revisit it.
They do this by presenting a variety of specific interface scenarios and case st
udies.
The Sun articles and tutorials typically say that you can’t do it.
Conference cosponsors will be available on the Pavilion floor to discuss what th
ey are doing with technology.
Nardon, the CTO of Zilics, a Brazilian healthcare information systems provider, 
is responsible for all technical aspects of large distributed projects.
Now click the Login link in the application, and use jake as both the user ID an
d the password.
Many  developers have questions about how applications written to this  new API 
can interact with legacy EJB applications, or how legacy applications can intera
ct with the new API.
You get to decide whether the Java Persistence API uses your variable fields or 
your property getters and setters when retrieving and saving entities.
In a similar vein, be prepared to iterate on your solution.
This session isn’t only for enterprise Java developers, it’s for anyone interest
ed in open-source Java platform-based projects.
This panel session describes the steps involved in writing an application that g
ets released through Ubuntu.
This type of personal information is one of the most important functions found i
n a handset, just second to voice.
Note: The schedule of sessions and speakers is subject to change, so check the C
ontent Catalog periodically.
Note: The schedule of sessions and speakers is subject to change, so check the C
ontent Catalog periodically.
For example, entities can be abstract or concrete classes.



Entity instances map into rows in one or more tables.
To display these characters, your host operating system must have a font that co
ntains Japanese character glyphs.
Harry: Bug fixing is a great way to understand how the code works.
link at the bottom of the page points to the same page as the Register page.
The phoneME project, an open-source project at java.
; and Arun Gupta, Sun Microsystems, Inc.
Note: The schedule of sessions and speakers is subject to change, so check the C
ontent Catalog periodically.
Classes: PIM and RepeatRule.
This merging of services and content from multiple web sites in an integrated, c
oherent way is called a mashup.
In some cases, developers plan  to upgrade their applications, but would prefer 
to do it using  a phased approach.
OpenSolaris Community.
In some cases, the reporter would have been better off getting help from a Java 
forum.
Even better: you don’t have to wait for the next major release of the JDK to get
 these features.
First, this article will go through the Virtual Trainer application and call out
 the places where you will add Ajax features.
" given the movement up the stack of popular developer platforms such as Java, P
HP, and Ruby on Rails.
You get to drive the agenda.
For example, Project GlassFish could speed up compilations by taking advantage o
f the API, which should cut down deployment time, something many developers woul
d welcome.
And consider writing different solutions.
The session explains the common ways of handling these issues.
In fact, the entire tool chain that developers use involves a lot of compiler te
chnology.
Note: The schedule of sessions and speakers is subject to change, so check the c
ontent catalog periodically.
If you’re impatient and decide to build a fix based on the report because the te
st isn’t visible, you may waste your time trying to recreate the problem.
The session includes descriptions and example code for rat- and  cat-sized appli
cations that range from hobbyist examples for developers to get  their hands on,
 to real-world commercial examples.
Neal Gafter has produced a high-quality specification for this proposal.
Services built with the API will be deployable by use of a variety of web contai
ner technologies and will benefit from built-in support for a variety of HTTP us
age patterns and conventions.
Sometimes things would fly.
In several cases, after I reviewed the test, it became apparent that the report 
gave the wrong description of the problem.
Next, ask yourself if it’s really a bug.
Even if you don’t find a solution, you’ll learn and become a more powerful devel
oper.
This merging of services and content from multiple web sites in an integrated, c
oherent way is called a mashup.
The day’s events culminate with the JavaOne Pavilion reception that evening.
In addition, visit the .
The PIM API allows applications to manage PIM data that is stored on the handset
.
When you find something wrong, it’s important to see if there’s a matching bug r
eport.
The restrictions on entities are few but important.
NetBeans Software Day.
You can download the sample archive for the tip Using an EJB Session Bean as a M
odel Facade.



If the MIDlet doesn’t have permission to use the PIM API, a SecurityException is
 thrown, meaning that we can’t determine if the list type is supported since acc
ess to the API was denied.
Reading the code is fine, but working with it is better.
The Sun articles and tutorials typically say that you can’t do it.
Reviewers outside of Sun figured prominently in the process of selecting JavaOne
 conference sessions this year, and sessions in the Open Source track were no ex
ception.
Contents - What’s a Mashup?
Date The next code sample defines a Player class.
The session also presents experiences and examples with unmanned air  vehicles, 
industrial robotics, and automation applications.
In addition, visit the .
, is an unconference-style event dedicated to bringing together all members of t
he startup community for face-to-face collaboration.
The PIM Class At the center of the PIM API is the abstract PIM class that provid
es access to the PIM implementation.
Now click the Login link in the application, and use jake as both the user ID an
d the password.
JavaFX Mobile is a complete mobile operating and application environment built a
round Java and Linux open source technologies.
One way to obtain a font is to download and install the Cyberbit font.
This promotes program
To display these characters, your host operating system must have a font that co
ntains Japanese character glyphs.
This article uses single  field keys, but you can create keys from multiple fiel
ds if necessary.
Sites that do mashups typically add value.
James Gosling joins other luminaries to demonstrate the coolest NetBeans technol
ogies.
link at the bottom of the page points to the same page as the Register page.
If you annotate your JavaBean-style getter and setter methods, the persistence p
rovider will use those accessors for loading and storing persistent state.
"The goal of the Java API for RESTful web services is to provide a high-level de
clarative programming model for such services that is easy to use and encourages
 development according to REST tenets.
You can build whatever concurrency constructs you need, but doing so takes great
 care, because concurrent programming poses many traps for the unwary.
Many  developers have questions about how applications written to this  new API 
can interact with legacy EJB applications, or how legacy applications can intera
ct with the new API.
PIM data is organized into databases or lists.
Sometimes the test is visible, sometimes not.
These sessions explain how you can easily make Ajax applications with jMaki and 
scripting.
I’m really excited about KSL and hope it will serve as a nursery for new ideas.
PIMList and its sub-interfaces.
OpenSolaris Community.
The Sun articles and tutorials typically say that you can’t do it.
One way to obtain a font is to download and install the Cyberbit font.
They’ll share their experiences and discuss some of the problems and pitfalls th
ey encountered.
Java technology continues to play a dominant role in the web’s development as en
terprises thrive with Java technology.
Industry technologists on the expanded Program Committee voted on track sessions
 and helped broaden the feast.
Leading analysts and industry luminaries will provide a picture of the current t
echnology landscape.
One way to obtain a font is to download and install the Cyberbit font.
Moreover, sometimes the test case was buggy.



For example, mibazaar.
This merging of services and content from multiple web sites in an integrated, c
oherent way is called a mashup.
This BOF session covers best practices of writing JavaScript code from the  pers
pective of developers on the Java platform, leveraging the best practices  of th
e Java community.
You can  download the SDK from the  Java EE Downloads page .
It may seem to be a good solution, but unanticipated issues can trip you up.
Generics and Lack of Reification JSC: In your blog, you have identified problems
 with generics related to the lack of runtime type information about generic typ
es.
Neal Gafter has produced a high-quality specification for this proposal.
Gold cosponsors include BEA, NavTeq, and Nokia.
Come learn about significant improvements to both the Java Plug-in and Java Web 
Start software.
I’m really excited about KSL and hope it will serve as a nursery for new ideas.
This session describes why Java technology is ideal for emerging mobile  robotic
s applications as well as for more-mature industrial robotics and  automation ap
plications.
Next, ask yourself if it’s really a bug.
The PortableRemoteObject.
Deploying desktop applications requires that you deliver an application and some
times even a specific version of the Java platform to your customer’s computer.
" given the movement up the stack of popular developer platforms such as Java, P
HP, and Ruby on Rails.
The event features general sessions led by Jonathan Schwartz, president and CEO 
of Sun Microsystems, and Rich Green, Sun’s executive vice president for software
.
Products Sun Announces New JavaFX Product Family JavaFX, a new family of Sun Mic
rosystems products based on Java technology and targeted at the high impact, ric
h content market.
These technologies and more make the Java platform perfect for your desktop clie
nt applications.
In this case, a PLAYER table will represent Player entities.
, is an unconference-style event dedicated to bringing together all members of t
he startup community for face-to-face collaboration.
Choose one training event by clicking the Select link at the right of the desire
d row.
When you find something wrong, it’s important to see if there’s a matching bug r
eport.
Today’s generic types would not exist without erasure.
To make this capability available, you do not need to develop your application d
ifferently or distribute any files to end-user systems yourself.
Mark Reinhold, Sun’s chief engineer for Java SE, demonstrates how to download th
e OpenJDK source code, build it, run it, and hack on it.
The father of Java technology, James Gosling, will demo the latest NetBeans IDE 
tools.
If you’re impatient and decide to build a fix based on the report because the te
st isn’t visible, you may waste your time trying to recreate the problem.
The session sets out to explain the main issues a developer is likely to come ac
ross in trying to build a full-scale Swing application: wiring, communication, a
nd modularity.
Creating desktop client applications that integrate with the native desktop is e
asier than ever.
This article uses single  field keys, but you can create keys from multiple fiel
ds if necessary.
Hinkmond Wong and Stuart Marks provide detailed instruction on how to download, 
build, run, and develop code with the phoneME open-source project in the excitin
g world of wireless devices.
In several cases, after I reviewed the test, it became apparent that the report 



gave the wrong description of the problem.
The application’s welcome page contains two links at the upper right: Register a
nd Login.
"Bug fixing is a great way to understand how the code works.
If you cross the Javadoc boundary into the source code, your chances of success 
increase.
As many developers on  the Java platform have already learned, the Java and Java
Script programming  languages may have a name in common, but they are very diffe
rent.
If you’re impatient and decide to build a fix based on the report because the te
st isn’t visible, you may waste your time trying to recreate the problem.
The session also presents experiences and examples with unmanned air  vehicles, 
industrial robotics, and automation applications.
However, mashup sites are not limited to mapping.
Katie Wilyerd opens the general session, joined by special guest James Gosling, 
Sun Fellow and VP.
But since I was familiar with the code, I was able to help the developer.
Contents - What’s a Mashup?
" Wanting to devour the code is a much stronger motivator.
This leads to unmanageable application code, slipping project deadlines, spirali
ng development costs, and even project failure.
How would you address this?
Date The next code sample defines a Player class.
org; Eben Moglen, Free Software Foundation   Got a licensing emergency?
" This session has been very popular in the past, to the point where even the re
peat performances are standing-room only.
What’s important is not how many you fix but getting into the code.


